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Then the buyer for the sport- ing goods department at Sears came to see Bushnell, reviewed the machine, and
offered to buy every home Pong game Atari could make. Instead of concentrating strictly on advancing the
processing and graphics capabilities of its next game machine, Nintendo's research and development A
handful of people in this world can develop games that everyone wants. Meanwhile, big hits from previous
years, such as Pac Man, were bundled with game players and given away free to try to encourage system sales.
Analayse the Industry of Video Games History: The video game industry grew in prominence with the
introduction of the Nintendo entertainment system and was well into battle for supremacy among third
generation consoles in  With hopes of having his invention put into production, Bushnell left Ampex to work
for a small pinball company that manufactured 1, copies of his video game. Hanafuda was a handmade card
and was successful. Since Nintendo is also present in the US market and is dependent on exporting to external
countries, they are vulnerable to the fluctuation and changes in the exchange rate of the Yen. I will show how
the inventors started their Empires by selling plain, simple playing cards all the way to online gaming linked
all around the world. It proved diffi cult for new games to make a splash in a crowded market. However,
Yamauchi also realized that Nintendo alone could not satisfy the growing thirst for new games, so he initiated
a licensing program. N64 pro- vides fully rounded fi gures that can turn on their heels and rotate through
degrees. In the Legend of Zelda, part of the adventure is in walking into new places without a map and being
confronted by surprises. However, all of this changed when the Atari was released. Low graphic
configurations: Nintendo should upgrade the gaming configurations for its Wii console according to the rapid
development of technology and the chasing of two giant 13 competitors Sony and Microsoft who have terrific
experience and technology for powerful hardware and realistic HD graphics. Technological environment
Video game industry is one of the so-called creative industries that experiences much disruptive innovation
DeFillippi  The creation of the interchangeable cartridges allowed for third party independent video game
developers Home consoles video games really began in the s with the Atari  If anything, video game consoles
are edging out personal computers in the gaming industry. Opening the box, they discovered Donkey Kong.
As fi rst-day sales for Halo 2 were totaled, exec- utives at Sony had to be worried. One reason for the
slowdown, according to critics, was a lack of strong games. This release was followed by a late fall
introduction in the United States. He then implemented the successful marketing strategy which Sales then
slowed down, however, and by December were standing at just , units. Microsoft, in particular, found it very
diffi cult to penetrate the Japanese market. VII Analyze each alternative. This strategy not only helps save cost
but also make Nintendo Wii unique, perfectly suited for the elder, women and family members. By , there
were  Originally targeted for introduc- tion a year earlier, N64 had been under development since  Nintendo is
also back in the fray. In , Nintendo had introduced a game for its handheld player, the DS, that was aimed not
at its core 7- to year-old demographic but at much wider mar- ket. Atari is the first company enters the market,
although some companies enter the market later, but Atari already build the reputation of highest technology
support and the popular games provider to the customers. Atari was instrumental in propelling the Justice
Department of the US in filing a suit against Nintendo for using unfair trade practices for monopolizing the
market. N64 was targeted at children and young teen- agers. They could not imagine a game less likely to sell
in video arcades. The razor and blade economy approach caused both Sony and Microsoft a loss in the fiscal
year of while Nintendo had a big success.


